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To all whom it may concern:
tached perspective view of the presser-bar 55
Beit known that we, LAFAYETTE. A. WIL and
supporting-plate, together with the le
KINSON and Juill Us C. GooDWIN, citizens of Ver and
cam for operating the same.
the United States, residing at Philadelphia, Referring
the reference letters of the
in the county of Philadelphia and State of drawings, A to
represents the base and B, the
Pennsylvania, have invented certain new arm of the sewing
machine, the latter of 60
and useful Improvements in Sewing-Ma which is provided with
chines, of which the following is a specifica having a grooved pulley c'.a driving shaft C,.
tion.
O
the base of the machine is a shaft
Our invention relates to improvements in D,Below
which is rotated by the shaft C, through
machines for sewing hooks on garments and the
medium of a fulcrumed connecting rod E 65
embodies an attachment to sewing machines engaging
cranks d and c, mounted respec
by means of which hooks of varying sizes tively
on
the
D and C.
may be employed and by which a series of As shown toshafts
the left of Fig. 1 the arm B,
15 stitches may be laid over the shank of the
an extension B, provided in the usual
hook as well as through the loops thereof, has
manner with bearings to receive a needle 70
thus holding the hook firmly in position and bar
and a presser-bar F, to the latter of
guarding the same against turning and get whichE, our
attachment is applicable. The
ting out of allinement with the eye to which device forming
the subject matter of our in
20 the hook is adapted to be fastened.
vention
embodies
a hinged supporting-plate
A further object of our invention is to pro G, fulcrumed at points
g, g, R having one 75
vide means whereby the shank stitches may member adjustably fastened
to the presser
be caused to pass around the end of the hook bar F by nutsf, f, while the other
is hinged
in
order
that
they
may
be
drawn
under.
by
25 the tension of the thread and caused to firmly to a link and lever to be hereinafter de
engage
that portion of the shank directly be The supporting plate G, is provided at the 80
low the end of the hook.
bottom with a foot G', which is recessed at
Our invention will be more fully under * the
side to form bottom and side flanges for
stood by reference to the accompanying Supporting
the hook or other device to be
30 pages of drawings in which:
sewed
in
place
a garment. In order to
Figure 1 illustrates a side elevation of a hold the hook upon
in
position
the top and 85
sewing machine with the attachment forming opposite side we employ twofrom
levers
the subject matter of our invention shown in both of which are loosely connectedH toandtheI,
position and in line of connection with suit
35 able cams by which our device is operated. supporting plate G, and are normally spring
to engage
hook. The
H, isa 90
Fig. 2 represents a front elevation of our de E.
ulcrumed
to the the
supporting
platelever
G by
vice on a larger scale together with a portion screw
h and is pressed downward by means
of the frame of the sewing machine. Fig. 3 of a spiral
spring h' interposed between said
shows a side view of our attachment similar
40 to that shown in Fig. 1 but on a much larger lever and a projecting plate G.
The lever H, is provided with a centrally
scale and with the greater part of the body of disposed
projection H terminating in a cast 95
the machine broken away. Fig. 4 illus offingerhi,
which being rounded off at the
trates a view of our attachment looking from top and smoothly
polished serves to guide
the rear of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a detached per
45 spective view of the lower parts of the sup the thread over the end of the hook upon
which it is adapted to rest and in so doing
porting plate G, and lever I. Fig.6 repre enables
to be formed upon that 100
sents a similar view of the supporting plate portion ofthethestitches
shank
directly under the point
G, modified so as to engage the hook from of the hook. The lever
I, which holds the
the front and rear. Fig. 7 illustrates a de
50 tached perspective view of the lever H, show hook in place with yielding pressure from the
side, is provided at the bottom with an ex
ing the construction of the cast-off finger. tension
at the top is fulcrumed to the 105
Fig. 8 represents a perspective of a hook and late G I,byand
a
screw
i, a spring i" serving to
a piece of a garment showing the arrange
scribed.

v

-

eep the
projection
the
ment of the stitches. Fig. 9 shows a de- lever
against
the sideat ofthethebottom
hook. ofThis
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to hold
the hook in position, a mechanism
spring which is placed between the support for
reciprocating the supporting plate to di
ing plate G, and the upper side of the le

the stitching from one to the other of
ver 1, causes the extension I to hold the rect
the
loops
of the hook, a mechanism for chang
hook against side displacement while being

the position of the supporting plate to di 70
stitched. At the back of the supporting ing
rect
stitching from the loops of the hook
plate G, is a lug G", threaded to receive an to thetheshank
the same and a cast off finger
adjusting screw G which forms an adjustable scarried by theof supporting
plate and located
stop for the hook to bear against when first in such a position with respect
to the up
inserted.
turned end of the hook as to deflect the 75
The modification illustrated in Fig. 6
0
around the same when forming
shows a lug G", placed in such a position that thread
stitches
upon
shank.
the upturned end of the hook may rest 2. A hook the
sewing attachment for sewing
against it thus forming a stop which in spe machines, comprising
a supporting
plate the
cial cases may be employed to check any for bottom of which is recessed
to receive a 80
ward
movement
of
E.
hook
while
the
same
15
hook, a lever fulcrumed to the supporting
is being stitched in place.
and adapted to hold the hook in posi
Returning to the mechanism for operating plate
tion,
means
reciprocating the supporting
the several parts of our device and as shown plate while for
forming
between the 85
in Fig. 1, it will be noted that the presser-bar eyes of the hook, meansstitches
for
changing
the po
20 F, to which our attachment is secured is ca sition of the supporting plate to direct the
pable of two movements or feeds, to wit: a stitching from the loops of the hook to the
cross movement employed in laying the shank of the same and a second lever full
stitches and a horizontal movement adapted
to the supporting plate and provided 90
to change the stitching from a position in the crumed
with
a
cast
off E. adapted to rest upon
25 eyes of the hook to an advanced position on the upturned end of the hook and to guide
the shank, which movements are accom the thread around the same when forming
plished by the following mechanism: On stitches upon the shank.
the shaft C, is fastened a pinion c*, which 3. A hook sewing attachment for sewing
meshes with a gear wheel C on a shaft C', machines, comprising a supporting - plate 95
30 which shaft is journaled in a bearing project formed to receive a hook, a lever fulcrumed
ing downward from the arm B. The shaft to the supporting plate and adapted to clamp
C, is also provided with a cam C, adapted the
hook against side displacement and a
to a rocking lever C, pivoted at c, and con second
fulcrumed to the supporting
nected at its lower end to a box C:, forming plate andlever
provided with a finger adapted to
a
journal
for
the
presser-bar
F.
When
the
35
upon the upturned end of the hook and
shaft C is rotated through the medium of rest
to
guide
the thread around the same when
the pinion c* and gear wheel C, the cam C, forming stitches
upon the shank of the hook.
will at proper intervals operate the rocking 4. A hook sewing
for sewing
lever C, which being adjustably fulcrumed machines, comprisingattachment
a
supporting
plate.
at
c',
will
move
the
box
C
and
presser
bar
F
40
having
a
foot
fashioned
to
receive
a
hook,
a
carried by it and thus bring first one and then
lever fulcrumed to the sup
the other of the loops of the hook into aline spring-pressed
porting-plate and having at its lower most
ment with the needle. The requisite num end
projection adapted to clamp the side
ber of stitches having been formed in the of thea hook
and a second spring pressed lever
45 loops of the hook the hook is moved to the fulcrumed to the supporting plate and hav
left by the following mechanism to bring the ing a finger adapted to rest upon the up
needle in alinement with the shank where the turned end of the hook for the purpose
stitching operation as will be understood is specified.
repeated.
5.
A
device
of
the
character
specified com
On the shaft D, is a worm D, which en prising a supporting-plate, a mechanism
50
for
gages a worm wheel D', on a sleeve D, which operating the same, a foot formed upon the
sleeve also carries a cam D and is secured to
lower most part of the supporting plate to
the base A, by a stud-bolt D.
The cam D', has a cam-race d", in which receive a hook, a lug formed upon the back
55

runs a roller d of the crank-lever D. This

lever is fastened to a shaft D7 which extends

through the base A, to a corresponding
crank-lever D which in turn is connected to a
lever D9 and link d to the supporting plate G.
Having described our invention what we
60
claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat
ent is:
1. A hook sewing attachment for sewing
machines, comprising a supporting plate
65 fashioned to receive a hook, E. adapted

of the Supporting plate provided with a screw :

Eting
an adjustable back stop for the
hook, a lever fulcrumed to the supporting

frame and having a depending portion form
ing a side clamp for the hook and a second
lever fulcrumed to the supporting-plate and
provided with a cast off finger adapted to
rest upon the upturned end of the hook for
the purpose specified.
6. A hook sewing attachment for sewing

machines, comprising a Supporting-plate
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3.

fashioned to receive a hook, a lever adapted
of the same and a mechanism for oper
to hold the hook in position, means for oper shank
ating
the
supporting-plate.
ating the supporting-plate and a means car
40

10. A device of the character specified
ried by the supporting-plate to deflect the comprising
a supporting-plate fitted to re
thread
when
forming
stitches
upon
the
shank
of the hook.
ceive a hook, a mechanism for operating the
7. A hook sewing attachment for sewing supporting-plate, a lug formed upon the

lower part of the supporting plate to engage 45
machines,
comprising
a
supporting-plate
having an angular base adapted to receive a the upturned end of the hook to form a front

a similar lug arranged in a similar man
hook, a clamp adapted to hold the hook in stop,
ner to form a back stop, a lever fulcrumed to
position, a mechanism for operating the the
Supporting-plate and acting as a clamp
supporting plate, and a cast off finger car to engage
the side of the hook, a second lever 50
ried by the supporting-plate and adapted to fulcrumed
manner acting as a
the thread around the upturned end of top clamp, inanda asimilar
15 guide
cast off finger adapted to
the
hook
when
forming
stitches
upon
the
shank of the same.
rest upon the upturned end of the hook and
to guide the thread around the same when
8. A hook sewing attachment for sewing forming
stitches upon the shank of the hook. 55
machines,
comprising
a
supporting-plate
11.
A
machine for sewing on hooks, com
20 adapted to receive a hook, a lever fulcrumed prising in combination with the stitch form
to the supporting plate and adapted to hold ing mechanism, a presser-bar, a supporting
the hook in position, means for operating plate fulcrumed thereto and adapted to re
the supporting - plate, a second lever full
a hook, a lever fulcrumed to the sup 60
crumed to the supporting plate, and pro ceive
porting-bar
and acting as a side clamp for
vided
with
a
finger
adapted
to
rest
upon
the
25
the
hook,
a
forlever
operating,
the
upturned end of the hook and to guide the supporting bar,mechanism
and a second
similarly
thread around the same when forming fulcrumed having
a cast off finger adapted
stitches upon the shank of the hook.
to rest upon the upturned end of the hook 65
9. A device of the character specified com and
guide the thread around the same
prising a supporting-plate having a foot whentoforming
80
stitches upon the shank of the
adapted to receive a hook, a lever fulcrumed hook.
to the supporting-plate and adapted to con In testimony whereof we affix our signa
fine the hook against lateral movement, a tures in presence of two witnesses.
second lever fulcrumed to the E.
plate
and adapted to confine the hook against
LAFAYETTE.
A. WILKINSON.
vertical
movement,
a
finger
formed
integral
JULIUS C. GOODWIN.
with the last mentioned lever and adapted to
guide the thread around the upturned end of Witnesses:
DAVID S. WILLIAMS,
the hook when forming stitches upon the
ARNOLD KATZ.
0

